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Abstract 

The aerodynamic characteristics of forward swept wing were studied theoretically and 

experimentally .In the present work, theoretically a computer program was constructed to 

predict the pressure distribution about surface of the wing using three dimensional Low Order 

Subsonic Panel method. The aerodynamic coefficients of the wing were calculated from the 

pressure distribution which gained from tangential velocities Experimentally ,test were 

carried out by designing and manufacturing a wing model  with special arrangement for 

pressure tapping, suitable for low wind tunnel testing. The entire wing was rotated rotate 

about an axis in the plane of symmetry and normal to the chord to produce different sweep 

and incidence angles for wing, by using rotating mechanism. Wind tunnel test was carried out 

at (U∞=33.23m/s) for different swept angles and angles of attack. 

Comparisons were made between the predicted and experimental results. It is good and gave 

reasonable closeness. It was clear from the present investigation that the lift and drag 

characteristics for the forward swept wing are less in values compared with the swept back 

wing, therefore a forward swept wing can fly at higher speed corresponding to a pressure 

distribution associated for lower speed. 
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1. Introduction. 

Before world war II, there were some gliders with forward swept wing, potential 

benefits identified for this technology include [1 , 2] : 

1. Improve low speed aircraft handling characteristics. 

2. Increased resistance to span\ departure . 

3. Reduced aircraft stall speed . 

Since sweep produces effects that vary with cos(sweep), the same result may be yield, 

with high speeds in the high subsonic Mach number region beginning to be attainable, 

aerodynamic designers found that sweeping wing either forward or aft delayed the rapid 

increase of transonic drag to higher  Mach numbers [ 3,4 ] . 

Some studies have examined the aerodynamic characteristics of forward swept wing 

and prove number the identical transonic maneuver design conditions, a forward swept wing 

can be provide lesser drag than an equivalent aft swept wing [ 5,6 ]. 

For laminar flow wing, the reduction in sweep in the case of  forward swept wing leads 

to more stable laminar boundary layer concerning transition because of cross flow instability 

and attachment line transition  [ 2,7 ]  .    

The use of forward swept wings has aerodynamic benefits at high angles of incidence 

and in supersonic regimes. These consist of reduction in wave drag, profile drag, and 

increased high angle of incidence handling qualities. These increased benefits are often offset 

due to an increase in structural components, to overcome flutter and wing tip divergence due 

to high loading of the wing tips at high angles of incidence [8] , as example for X-29 a 

forward swept wing flight research aircraft flight envelope was expanded to 66⁰ angle of 

incidence [9]. 
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The purpose of the present investigation is to introduce another point of view of the 

aerodynamic behavior of infinite forward swept wing theoretically by using low order panel 

method and compare the results with experimental tests on an isolated, stationary wing of an 

untwisted rectangular with different angles of sweep in low subsonic wind tunnel . 

 

2. Theoretical Considerations: 

           Potential three-dimensional subsonic, irrotational, adiabatic and incompressible flow 

over any immersed body, has been investigated using low order panel method technique. 

Laplace equation solved for distribution singularities of constant strength source and doublet 

on each panel. The solution leads to calculate the strength of sources and doublets. 

The total potential by using Laplace eq. may be written as:                                                         

 

ф
*
 : includes potential of free stream and potential of perturbation which presented strength of 

singularities (source and doublet) : 

 
ф : represented potential of perturbation, for incompressible flow : 

 
General solution of Laplace equation (1) can be determined using Green's identity for 

the distribution of source and doublet in three – dimensional flow [10] : 

 

                                                          (4) 

 

r : calculated as :  

 
Where k = 1, 2, 3, 4 

 

By using Drichlet boundary condition inside the body : 

 

 
Putting potential inside the body фi equal to constant potential ф∞, eq.(4) inside the body 

become : 

 

 
 

and 

 
 

Equation  (7) is applied inside the body and wake. 
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After dividing the body into number of panels as shown in Fig.(1A ) and transform the 

corner point for reference coordinate system as shown in Fig.(1B) the panel became as a flat 

plate. 

Numerically  eq. (7) on each control point may be written as [ref.(11)] : 

 

 
 

Where Bjp influence coefficient due to source  

 

 
 

Cjp influence coefficient due to source. 

 

 
 

The constant strength of source on each control point can be calculated  by assuming normal 

component of velocity on surface of body equal to zero : 

 
 

In eq.(8) only strength of doublet μj is unknown and it can calculated by solving the set of 

equations numerically using Gausses elimination. 

Finally tangentially velocity for each panel can be calculated and coefficient of pressure : 

 

 
 

Coefficients of tangential and normal force on each control point for each panel are : 

 
 

 
where 

nx , nz :are normal vector components . 

Xcj , Zcj : are coordinates of control point . 

Aj         : is area of panel . 

To calculate coefficient of lift and drag : 
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For this aim,  a computer program was constructed in Fortran 77,see [ref(11)]. 

 

3. Experimental Work. 

An open type, low speed wind tunnel is used for the present investigation with the 

following specification : 

Cross - section  working  section  . Maximum air speed 36 m/s. 

overall dimension  . power 6 kw. Fan speed 2900 rpm.  

One half of full-span wing is tested in the wind tunnel. It has been standard practice in 

pressure distribution investigations in the Wind tunnel to make the assumption that there is no 

flow of air across the plane of symmetry of full-span wing. The further assumption follow that 

an actual surfaces(e.g. wind tunnel wall) may be located in this plane of symmetry without 

seriously affecting the air flow over either half of the wing, see Fig(2). The general design of 

the wings’ profile model and  location of the static hole are shown in Fig.( 3).The profile 

ordinates and static pressure tape location in part of chord (X/C) are given also in Fig.( 3) . 

        The wing model is untwisted , rectangular wing with constant profile (type NASA 2415 

),thickness ratio (15%) tapper ratio equal to one, with a chord (150 mm ) and span (210 mm ).  

The wing constructed from five pieces in  span direction, four pieces with (40 mm) 

length and the fifth with (50 mm) length, where the static pressure tube are fixed in it. The 

five pieces  are held together by the clamping action of two bolts. This method of assembly 

was necessary in order to allow us to take the pressure distribution in many spanwise location 

by changing the place of fifth piece. The wing has seventeen static pressure tap, ten on upper 

surface and seven on lower surface  as shown in Fig.(3), 1 mm in diameter and 0.8 mm in 

inner diameters, which they were connected by rubber tubing to a multiple manometer.  

The wing was fixed in wind tunnel test section by two bolts , see Fig. ( 2 ). 

Sweep was obtained by loosening the mounting clamp, and rotating the entire wing (by 

mean of rotating mechanism stabilized in it ) about an axis in the plane of symmetry and 

normal to the chord, as shown in Fig.(2 ).  

A torque handle,  extending out of the tunnel, which connected to the rotating 

mechanism, served as a means for changing the angle of incidence.  

The mean dynamic pressure  is measured at the working section by micro – digital 

manometer. 

The experimental program for the wing was done as follows: 

1- Straight wing. 

2- Sweep forward, with quarter sweep angles  

3- Sweepback with quarter sweep angles  

          Each test case tested at different angles of incidence between 

 At each test case the conventional pressure – 

distribution being employed. The chord wise pressure distribution data were taken at span 

wise direction (y/b = 0.88, 0.61, 0.5, 0.33) from the root of wing. For more detailes see [ref 

(11)].  An air speed was maintained constant at  where Reynolds number 

based on the wing chord was kept about For all measured data corrections 

were applied ,according to [ref(12)], to  the free stream velocity and to the force coefficients. 

 

4.Results and Discussion.  

The pressure data was collected from each port for different incidence and sweep angles 

at (Re =  This experimental data was compared with Low Order Subsonic Panel 

method results.  
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A pressure coefficient distribution, along different y/b is represented in Fig. (4) .From 

this plot, it is clear that the Cp at (0.5 y/b) is initially higher (about 30%) than the Cp of tip 

regime (0.88 y/b).The increase in the Cp  is due to the inward crossflow induced by vortices 

during the moderate lift region. Prior to stalling the airfoil, this difference in pressure 

coefficients, was almost be maximum at 40% of the root. Less than that, it will be diminished 

. A little disagreement between the numerical and an experimental Cp value distribution along 

the chordwise was shown in Fig. (4). It was due to viscous effects, which Low Order Panel 

method is not capable of modeling. Fig.(5) shows a reasonable agreement between the present 

theoretical results (low order panel method) and the results obtained by [ref 6] which used the 

finite different method, (Pandora method). 

The distribution of the pressure coefficient around the chordwise was represent in Fig. 

(6) and Fig. (7) for positive and negative incidence angles respectively at different forward-

swept angles . As (+α) increases, which causes to increase the velocity on upper surface , the 

suction pressure will increase. While for the lower surface of wing, Cp distribution changes 

only mildly with incidence angle, in comparison with those on  the upper surface. At (-α) ,the 

suction pressure will be overturned, as shown in Fig. (7). It decreases at the upper surface and 

increase at the lower surface as the negative incident angle increase at the leading edge of the 

wing. The great influence of the leading edge position with respect to free stream velocity 

caused to change the sign of the suction pressure from negative at the positive incidence angle 

to positive at negative  incidence angle. As the angle of sweep increases the suction pressure 

decrease. Maximum suction pressure was at an angle of sweep zero because, the wing was 

straight and the normal component of the velocity  equal to free stream in this case which 

different with other cases. 

Fig.(8) shows the lift curve slope angle along the spanwise location for sweep angles 

(  . Lift curves slope decreases as the spanwise location far from the root 

of wing ,refers to losses in lift toward the tip of the wing. It is expected to be zero at the edge 

because the energy of low transform to tip clearance vortices which increase the drag due to 

vortices. The reduction in lift curves slope caused by sweep clearly observed in Fig. (8) and 

Fig. (9). 

A comparison between FSW and ASW experimental results, is presented in Fig. (10). It 

shows that the lift coefficient for the forward swept wing is less than the lift coefficient for 

the aft swept wing at the same  angle of incidence and the same spanwise location . e g. CL at 

forward swept will  reduced  21% than that of aft swept at  and 32% at 

 where and Y/b=0.69. 

Fig. (11) presented the relation between CL and CD  (experimental results ) for different 

angles of attack  and different swept angle at (y/b = 0.69), which shows that the CD and CL 

increase for FSW less than that for ASW. 

Transition  from sweepback to sweep forward increase the useful angle of incidence 

range.  Sweep forward raise the angle of incidence of neutral stability and sweepback to lower 

it, relative to the angle for the straight wing. This effect seems to be due to the fact that the 

tip, which affect lateral stability more than any other part of the wing, act in manner 

analogous to  the leading edge of an airfoil when swept forward and the trailing edge when 

swept back. 
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 5. Conclusion. 

Considering the forward sweep wings performance of the present work, the following 

concluded: 

1. The aerodynamic characteristics for FSW are more stable at low speed, because the 

FSW provides a wide useful angle of incidence range. 

2. The lift and drag coefficient diminish with an increase in forward and aft swept angles 

,but it was less in forward swept angle. 

3. The lift curve slope inclination decreases for the forward wing whenever increased 

sweeping, because: 

 
     4. Lift curves slope decreases as the spanwise location far from the root of  forward wing 

,refers to losses in lift toward the tip of the wing because the energy of low transform to tip 

clearance vortices which increases the drag due to vortices. 
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7.  Nomenclature.  

Aj 

     ASW 

Area of panel  (m
2
 )                             

        Aft Swept  Wing   

           b    Semispan of wing (mm) 

C    Chord of wing (mm) 

CD Drag coefficient due to pressure 

http://journals.pepublishing.com/content/njv7j22w5865/?p=78b26159d7a3400187f30dd2e6eef832&pi=0
http://journals.pepublishing.com/content/njv7j22w5865/?p=78b26159d7a3400187f30dd2e6eef832&pi=0
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CL Lift coefficient 

CP Pressure coefficient 

CX Tangential force coefficient 

CZ 

    FSW   

Normal force coefficient     

    Forward Swept Wing 

L Number of panels in chordwise direction  

M∞ Free stream Mach number 

Nt Total number of panels 

Nw Number of panels in wake 

N Number of panels in spanwise direction 

P∞ Free stream pressure (N/m
2
) 

Re Reynolds number 

          S 

         Ui 

Surface area of wing (m
2
) 

Local panel Velocity (m/sec) 

U∞ 

y/b           

       X/C 

Free stream velocity (m/sec) 

Spanwise Location 

 Chordwise Location 

 
Angle of incidence (deg.)    

Β Compressibility correction factor 

µ Doublet strength (m
2
/s) 

 
λ   

Source strength (m
2
/s) 

Wing taper ratio, Tip chord/root chord 

ΛC/4 

-ΛC/4 

+ΛC/4 

Quarter sweep angle (deg.)    
Forward sweep angle (deg.) 
 

Aft sweep angle (deg.) 
 

 *  Total potential 

 ∞ Free stream potential 

 
Potential of perturbation 

  Reference coordinates 

η, ξ, ζ Panel coordinates 
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